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T O  O U R  F R I E N D S  A N D  C L I E N T S 
 
 
 
June 4, 2004 
 
 
SEC Issues Frequently Asked Questions Regarding Rule 10b-18 (the 
Share Repurchase Safe Harbor) 
 

In November 2003 the SEC significantly revised Rule 10b-18, which provides a 
safe harbor from liability for manipulation under the securities laws when an 
issuer repurchases shares of its common stock in the open market.  In late May 
2004 the staff of the SEC’s Division of Market Regulation issued a series of 37 
“frequently asked questions” which provide supplemental guidance on the 
operation of the safe harbor, including in the context of mergers and acquisitions.1  
We review certain of the FAQ’s in this memorandum. 
 
General Scope of the Safe Harbor 
 
Rule 10b-18 generally provides that purchases of an issuer’s common stock (or 
equivalent interests) by an issuer or its “affiliated purchasers” will not be deemed 
to violate the anti-manipulation provisions of Sections 9(a)(2) or 10(b) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or Rule 10b-5, solely by reason of the time, 
price, amount of purchases, or number of brokers used, if the purchase complies 
with the requirements of Rule 10b-18.  The rule’s requirements generally impose 
limits on the time when purchases can be made, the price of the purchases, the 
volume of purchases, and the number of brokers who can be used.  The SEC’s 
frequently asked questions address the following topics related to the general 
scope of the safe harbor. 
 
● Only Common Stock.  Is the safe harbor available to securities other than 

common stock?  No.  The rule only applies to common stock and 
equivalent interests (such as units of beneficial interest in a trust or limited 
partnership or a depository share).  Rule 10b-18 does not apply to 
preferred stock, warrants, options or single stock futures. 

 
● Privately Negotiated Purchases.  Can issuers use Rule 10b-18 for open 

market purchases and also make privately negotiated purchases of 
common stock on the same day?  Yes.  The rule does not apply to 
privately negotiated purchases.  However, the issuer must “consider the 

                                                 
1  The SEC’s adopting release related to the changes to Rule 10b-18 can be accessed at 

http://www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-8335.htm.  The related frequently asked questions can 
be accessed at http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/r10b18faq0504.htm. 
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applicability of the general anti-fraud and anti-manipulation provisions 
under the Exchange Act” in connection with its private repurchases. 

 
● Non-Exclusive Safe Harbor.  Can issuers repurchase common stock in 

compliance with 9(b) and 10(b) without complying with Rule 10b-18?  
Yes.  The rule is just a safe harbor. 

 
● All Open Market Purchases Must Comply.  Can issuers use Rule 10b-18 

for open market purchases all day and at the end of the day make an open 
market purchase outside of Rule 10b-18?  No.  If any open market 
purchase during the day violates the safe harbor, then the safe harbor is not 
available for all open market purchases made that day.  (However, as 
described above, a privately negotiated purchase may be possible.) 

 
● Liability Despite Compliance with Safe Harbor.  Can issuers be liable for 

anti-fraud and anti-manipulation violations even if their stock repurchases 
comply with the safe harbor?  Yes.  For example, Rule 10b-18 confers no 
immunity from 10b-5 liability where the issuer engages in stock 
repurchases while in possession of material non-public information 
concerning its securities.  Similarly, the safe harbor would not be available 
if the repurchases are part of a manipulative scheme to influence the 
closing price of a company’s securities or to mask other motives, such as 
inflating or manipulating short-term earnings. 

 
● Only Covers U.S. Repurchases.  Is the safe harbor available for the 

issuer’s purchases outside the United States?  No.  Issuers cannot claim 
the safe harbor for repurchases made outside the United States, nor is 
foreign trading volume included in a security’s average daily trading 
volume (ADTV) calculation for purposes of applying the safe harbor. 
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Volume Requirement 
 
The first requirement for using the safe harbor is that the total volume of Rule 
10b-18 purchases (including block purchases) effected by or for the issuer and 
any affiliated purchasers2 on any single day must not exceed 25% of that 
security’s average daily trading volume (including block purchases) over the four 
calendar weeks preceding the week in which the 10b-18 purchase is effected.  
However, once each week, in lieu of purchasing under the 25% of ADTV limit, 
the issuer or an affiliated purchaser may effect one block purchase if no other 
Rule 10b-18 purchases are effected that day and the block purchase is not 
included when calculating the security’s four week ADTV under Rule 10b-18. 
 
● No Trading on One Day.  How should the four-week ADTV be calculated 

if no trading occurred in an issuer’s common stock for one or more trading 
days during the four calendar week period?  For purposes of calculating 
ADTV, no volume would be added to the numerator and the day would be 
included in the denominator.  However, the day would not count if it was a 
holiday and the markets were closed. 

 
● “One Block Per Week” Exception.  If an issuer’s 25% ADTV limit on 

any one day is 25,000 shares and the issuer repurchases 15,000 shares, can 
the issuer buy a block of 30,000 shares under the one block per week 
exception?  No.  On any given day, an issuer can either use the 25% 
ADTV limit (including block purchases), or the one block per week 
exception, but not both.  Since this issuer has already bought 15,000 
shares on that day, it only has room for 10,000 more shares that day. 

 
● Definition of “Block”.  A “block” means, among other things, common 

stock that has a purchase price of $200,000 or more, or at least 5,000 
shares with a purchase price of at least $50,000.  However, a block does 
not include any amount which a broker or dealer, acting as principal, has 
accumulated for the purchase of sale or resale to the issuer if the issuer 
knows that such amount was accumulated for such purpose.  For example, 
if an issuer contacts a broker-dealer who the issuer knows owns a large 
amount of stock (but not a block), the broker-dealer cannot purchase 
additional shares to create a block in order to take advantage of the one 
block per week exception. 

 
● Privately-Negotiated Purchases.  Are privately negotiated (off-market) 

repurchases included in the 25% ADTV limit for that day?  No.  Rule 10b-

                                                 
2  An “affiliated purchaser” is defined as, in general, either (1) a person acting, directly or 

indirectly, in concert with the issuer for the purpose of acquiring the issuer’s securities or 
(2) an affiliate who, directly or indirectly, controls the issuer’s purchases of such 
securities, whose purchases are controlled by the issuer, or whose purchases are under 
common control with those of the issuer.  In the FAQ’s, the SEC stated that an issuer’s 
employee stock option plan (ESOP) which is administered by a board of directors 
including officers and directors of the issuer would be deemed an affiliated purchaser of 
the issuer. 
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18 does not cover privately negotiated repurchases, nor are these shares 
counted in an issuer’s daily volume limitation. 

 
● IPO’s.  Is Rule 10b-18 available shortly after an issuer’s initial public 

offering?  No.  Rule 10b-18 only becomes available after an issuer has had 
four full calendar weeks of trading in order to calculate the volume 
limitation (25% of the past four weeks’ average daily trading volume). 

 
Timing Requirement 
 
The second requirement for meeting the safe harbor is that purchases may not be 
effected during the 10 minutes before the scheduled close of the primary trading 
session in the principal market for the security or the market where the purchase is 
effected, for a security with an ADTV of $1 million or more and a “public float” 
of $150 million or more (30 minutes for all other securities).  Rule 10b-18 
purchases also may not be the opening purchase reported in the consolidated 
system. 
 
● ADTV.  ADTV is the average daily trading volume reported for the 

security during the four calendar weeks preceding the week in which the 
Rule 10b-18 purchase is to be made.  How is the ADTV value calculated?  
The SEC clarified that any reasonable and verifiable method may be used 
to calculate the ADTV.  For example, ADTV can be derived from 
multiplying each day’s total volume of shares by the closing price on that 
day.  Alternatively, it can be derived by multiplying the number of shares 
traded during the four calendar weeks by the price in each trade. 

 
● Public Float.  Public float is the aggregate market value of common 

equity securities held by non-affiliates of the issuer.  How is the public 
float calculated?  Public float is to be determined in the manner described 
on the front page of Form 10-K even if the issuer does not file a Form 10-
K.  The front page of Form 10-K describes public float as the market value 
of the voting and non-voting common equity held by nonaffiliates 
computed using the price at which the common equity was last sold, or the 
average bid and asked price, as of the last business day of the issuer’s 
most recently completed second fiscal quarter.  For reporting issuers, the 
public float should be taken from the issuer’s most recent Form 10-K or 
based upon more recent information provided by the issuer. 
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Pricing Condition 
 
The third requirement for using the safe harbor is that Rule 10b-18 purchases 
must be effected at a purchase price (1) that does not exceed the highest 
independent bid or the last independent transaction price, whichever is higher, 
quoted or reported in the consolidated system at the time the Rule 10b-18 
purchase is effected, (2) if bids and transaction prices are not quoted or reported 
in the consolidated system, that does not exceed the highest independent bid or 
the last independent transaction price, whichever is higher, displayed and 
disseminated on any national securities exchange or inter-dealer quotation system 
that displays at least two priced quotations for the security, and (3) for all other 
securities, that is no higher than the highest independent bid obtained from three 
independent dealers. 
 
● Higher of Independent Bid and Independent Price.  For a Nasdaq 

security, if the highest independent bid is $10.10, the last independent 
transaction price is $10.15, and the offer is quoted at $10.20, can the issuer 
pay a price equal to the average between the last independent transaction 
price and the offer, or any price between those prices?  No.  The price may 
not exceed the highest independent bid and the last independent 
transaction price.  The offer price is irrelevant.  The maximum is $10.15. 

 
● Transaction Price Following Issuer’s Bid.  If the highest independent bid 

is $10.10, the last transaction price is $10.15, the issuer places a bid for its 
stock, and a new last transaction price is then reported at $10.12, can the 
issuer pay $10.15 for its purchase?  No.  The last independent transaction 
price reported prior to execution of the issuer’s order is $10.12.  
Therefore, the highest price the issuer may pay is $10.12. 

 
● Time of Order or Time of Execution?  Must Rule 10b-18’s conditions be 

satisfied at the time the order is entered or at the time the order is 
executed?  Rule 10b-18 must be satisfied at the time the order is executed. 

 
● How Does The Rule Apply to Nasdaq Small Cap, OTCBB and Pink 

Sheet Securities?  The Nasdaq Small Cap is a “consolidated system” and 
repurchases of such securities would rely on subclause (1) above.  The 
OTCBB and Pink Sheets use “inter-dealer quotation systems” and 
repurchases of these securities would rely on subclause (2) above. 

 
Single Broker or Dealer Requirement 
 
The fourth requirement for meeting the safe harbor is that all purchases are 
effected from or through only one broker or dealer on any single day.  However, 
this condition does not apply to purchases that are not “solicited” by or on behalf 
of the issuer or its affiliated purchasers. 
 
● Solicited.  Notwithstanding the “single broker or dealer” requirement, an 

issuer can purchase shares from any number of brokers or dealers in 
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transactions which the issuer has not solicited.  When is a transaction 
“solicited” by the issuer?  Whether a transaction is solicited by the issuer 
depends on the facts and circumstances of each case.  For example, if an 
issuer announces its share repurchase program and selects a particular 
dealer to repurchase shares, and then another dealer contacts the issuer and 
offers shares to the issuer, this should not necessarily violate the single 
broker or dealer requirement. 

 
Merger Exclusion 
 
The 10b-18 safe harbor does not apply to or cover purchases of common stock 
effected during the period from the time of public announcement of a merger, 
acquisition or similar transaction involving a recapitalization, until the earlier of 
the completion of such transaction or “the completion of the vote by target 
shareholders.”  However, this exclusion does not apply to Rule 10b-18 purchases 
either (A) effected during such transaction in which the consideration is solely 
cash and there is no valuation period, or (B) where (1) the total volume of Rule 
10b-18 purchases on any single day does not exceed the lesser of 25% of the 
security’s four-week ADTV or the issuer’s average daily Rule 10b-18 purchases 
during the “three full calendar months” preceding the date of the announcement of 
such transaction, (2) the issuer’s block purchases do not exceed the average size 
and frequency of the issuer’s block purchases effected during the three full 
calendar months preceding the date of the announcement of such transaction, and 
(3) the purchases are not otherwise restricted or prohibited. 
 
● “Three Full Calendar Month” Look-Back Period.  How should issuers 

calculate the three months preceding the date of announcement of the 
merger?  The SEC looks at full months, not portions of months.  For 
example, if a merger is announced on January 15, 2004, the relevant three 
month period would be October 1, 2003 through December 31, 2003. 

 
● Blackouts.  Does the three month period include days during which the 

company imposed a blackout period for insider-trading purposes?  Yes. 
 
● No 10b-18 Purchases During Look-Back Period.  If an issuer has not 

made any 10b-18 purchases during the three-month look-back period, can 
it make Rule 10b-18 purchases during the post-announcement period?  
No. 

 
● One Block Per Week.  After an issuer announces a merger, can it rely on 

Rule 10b-18’s one block per week exception?  Yes, so long as the issuer 
does so in accordance with its prior reliance on the one block per week 
exception during the three-month look back period. 

 
● “Completion of the Vote by Target Shareholders.”  The merger exclusion 

applies until the earlier of the completion of the transaction and the 
completion of the vote by target shareholders.  How is this time period 
measured if there are two different dates for the two companies’ 
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shareholder votes?  The merger exclusion extends until both shareholder 
votes have occurred.   

 
● Applies to Both Target Company and Acquiring Company.  Does the 

merger exclusion apply to both the acquiring company (acquiring its own 
shares and target’s shares) and the target company (repurchasing its own 
shares and the acquiring company’s shares)?  Yes. 

 
● Target as “Affiliated Purchaser” of Acquiror.  Does the target become an 

“affiliated purchaser” of the acquiror upon signing a merger agreement?  
Yes, the target company is considered an “affiliated purchaser” of the 
acquiror with respect to purchases of the acquiror’s shares after the 
signing of a merger agreement. 

 
If you have any questions concerning these matters please do not hesitate to call 
your regular Fried Frank contact or any of the undersigned. 
 

Warren de Wied 212.859.8296 
Jessica Forbes 212.859.8558 

 
 
 

New York  
Valerie Ford Jacob 212.859.8158 

Stuart Gelfond 212.859.8272 
Michael Levitt 212.859.8735 


